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Here you can find the menu of Gaster Ixelles Epicerie Fine Ixelles in Bruxelles. At the moment, there are 16
dishes and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Naomi

Faye Vermeulen likes about Gaster Ixelles Epicerie Fine Ixelles:
What a discovery!Friends, make sure you get tired here!Not happy to offer exquisite quality dishes, the place

combines subtle charm and comforting atmosphere. The service is excellent, and the boss, with rare attention.
The board is personal and disinterested, and the reward for the appointment! The dishes are minute, and the

unmatched freshness.You will have understood, this is our new must. read more. When the weather is pleasant
you can also eat and drink outside, and there is free WLAN. What Corinne Guichart doesn't like about Gaster

Ixelles Epicerie Fine Ixelles:
The establishment is definitely closed but the site is still online which is not normal because it is always possible
to pay orders while there is no one... We are expecting a refund that it seems that it will be done. But to prevent

this inconvenience for others... read more. You really don't want to wait long for your food?! Then the selection of
instant delicacies are exactly what you're looking for for you, You can also look forward to the typical tasty French

cuisine. You can also relax at the bar after the meal (or during it) and enjoy a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink,
The guests of the restaurant also consider the comprehensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that

the establishment offers.
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10 m�� popular
BAGUETTE

Starter� & Salad�
RISOTTO

�s�
SMOKED SALMON

Littl� thing�
CROISSANT

Mai� Cours�
SALONA

Guarnicione�
MOTE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Asi� Breakfas�
YOUTIAO

Restauran� Categor�
FRENCH

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TURKEY

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
SALMON

MEAT

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 10:00-23:00
Wednesday 10:00-23:00
Thursday 10:00-23:00
Friday 10:00-23:00
Saturday 10:00-23:00
Sunday 10:00-16:00
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